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Best vocal warm ups for singers

When preparing your choir for a successful rehearsal, a good vocal warm-up is key. Vocal warm-ups don’t need to be terribly complicated. In fact, it’s best to keep them fairly simple and fun! This article will provide several examples of helpful warm-ups that are sure to prepare your choir for their next performance.   Loosening up the Body and Voice It’s always a good idea to
warm-up the whole body before you sing. A lot of choral directors implement this in every rehearsal, but still some do not. If you haven’t done this already with your group, now is the perfect time to get started. You’ll be amazed at the results! This video featuring Dr. Roger Hale of Dixie State University wonderfully demonstrates the importance of loosening up the head and neck
area. All singers hold tension in the jaw, face, and neck - it’s just part of being human. The more that you can get them to loosen up in this area, the more likely they are to make free and healthy sounds. The video continues on from neck/head rolls to the simple lip trill. This vocal warm-up is very effective and never a bad idea. It’s simply a way to get airflow going with minimal
effort. Trills also fight any sort of congestion, which can get in the way of good singing. As mentioned above - vocal warm-ups should be fun. Things don’t always need to be so serious! Your singers are going to be in a much better place if they aren’t worried about perfection and are focused more on just getting their bodies and voices going. Getting the Voice Ready for Singing
This video shows director Tony Leach of Penn State University demonstrating just that: unconventional ways to get the voice ready for singing. One concept he demonstrates very well is the use of movement in warm-ups - something certainly worth trying in your group to energize both the body and breath. Try warm-ups with swaying, clapping, marching or stomping. Another
thing that Professor Leach demonstrates well is the use of “speech to song” in warm-ups. This is definitely a fun way to get things started with your choir. Try a “call and response” warm-up where you play with various short phrases in head voice, character voices, etc. You can also try this with short counting exercises, and even by using exaggerated laughter! Vowels and More
While warming up your choir, you should also consider vowels and the different requirements they have. Vowels that clash amongst your singers can really compromise the blend. This video, also featuring Dr. Roger Hale, shows some slightly more complicated warm-ups that are more suited for advanced groups. One of the featured warm-ups you can try with your group is a
classic arpeggio. There are so many ways to do these: try on various vowels, vowel combinations, and even fun phrases (such as “I love to sing”). This range-y exercise will present a solid challenge to the group.  Another vowel warm-up worth trying is to sing through each vowel (eh-ee-ah-oh-ooh), while singing every vowel on the same pitch, then moving up by half steps. This
warm-up is not only excellent for vowel shaping, but it’s also good for breath control and singing a steady and supported phrase. For even more fun, there are many ways to turn a simple major or minor scale into a silly phrase, such as “mommy made me mash my M&Ms.” The nasal consonant (m) is fantastic for resonance. Or, you can add some tongue twisters into your
repertoire that will help your singers strengthen their ability to articulate. Vocal Warm-ups for Practice at Home Lastly, if you’re looking for a video you can share with your students that features quick vocal warm-ups they can do at home or in individual practice sessions, try this tutorial from vocal coach Stephanie Hoffman. It includes trills, humming, sirens, and breathing exercises.
Creativity and fun are incredibly important when warming up your choir. If you start your rehearsal with an engaging warm-up, you are much more likely to get your singers energized and ready to “bring it!” With the variety of warm-ups out there, there is absolutely no excuse for a boring rehearsal. Ask your fellow directors which warm-ups are their choir’s favorites. YouTube also
remains a solid resource, with countless choral professionals that have tested these warm-ups themselves. Have any more suggestions? Leave a comment and let us know! This post was contributed by the team at TakeLessons Live.   Taking the time to warm up your vocals ensures you sound great on every note. It ensures you hit the right pitch on each note, while avoiding the
embarrassment of your vocals cracking and straining in the middle of a song. The more often you sing the more important vocal warm up exercises are! The Importance of Warming Up Your Vocals Vocal exercises are very important when singing because you are using a range of muscles and soft tissues that are very delicate, so they must be treated with care. Not taking the
time to warm up your vocals may result in injury and possibly losing your voice. When singing you use vocal cords to produce sound in your larynx (voice box), with vocal cords being a soft tissue consisting of muscles, ligaments, and a mucous membrane. These need to be stretched and relaxed to ensure your vocals sound at their best, and regular singers use these exercises to
help maintain their voice over the long-term. Think of vocal warm up exercises like any other type of warm up exercise. If you go for a run, it’s important to stretch and warm up various muscles for better performance and recovery, the same can be said warm up exercises before doing weight training exercise. By warming up your vocals before every singing session, you ensure
that all the important vocal muscles are warmed up and ready for singing, helping to reduce mucous and the chances of damaging your voice. It’s a good idea to dedicate around 10-20 minutes to vocal warm up exercises to prepare your voice for singing and to keep it sounding good! Different Types of Vocal Exercises One of the great things about vocal warm ups is there is a
plenty of exercises to try out. Some are simple and straight-forward while others require a bit more effort, but they all help to effectively warm up your vocals before singing. While many vocal exercises warm up the vocal cords and larynx, some are used to stretch and relax other important muscles and ligaments used in singing, such as your jaw, mouth, lips, tongue, diaphragm
etc. We’ve outlined ten vocal warm up exercises that cover everything you need to warm up your singing voice. Some are easier than others but if you take the time to complete each of these prior to singing you will certainly notice it in your performances and as your voice recovers. 1. Breathing Exercise Your breath is the driving force behind your vocals, so it helps to complete
some basic breathing exercises to get things warmed up. A benefit of breathing slowly prior to singing is that it releases tension that may otherwise affect your voice during singing by radiating through the voice box. Relax your shoulders and chest and then take a deep breath into your diaphragm – your stomach should rise slightly as you inhale. Exhale from the same position,
making sure the shoulders and chest remain relaxed – your stomach should go flat as you exhale. Continue this simple breathing exercise for 1-2 minutes, focusing on engaging the diaphragm as you breathe. After this, do the same breathing pattern but try using your mouth to produce a ‘ss’ sound as you exhale, doing so for another minute. 2. Jaw Exercise Not all singers
release how much of an impact a tense jaw has on their vocals, so it’s a good idea to exercise the jaw and mouth to help them relax and release the tension. It couldn’t be easier to do either! Start by placing the palms of your hands just below the cheek bone and then open your jaw naturally. Slowly massage muscles around the jaw and face for a few minutes, rotating your palms
to help ease tension in the muscles. 3. Posture Exercise With better posture comes better vocals, so take a moment to get proper posture before singing. The best posture for singing is relaxed shoulders and neck, which helps to avoid accidental straining when hitting those high notes. So, stand upright, engage the core, shrug your shoulders and hold for moment. Release and
repeat a few times and your posture should be nice and relaxed. This can be repeated during other vocal exercises to ensure you maintain a relaxed posture. 4. Humming Exercise This humming exercise helps to produce vibrations through the facial bones, teeth, and lips, reducing tension and gently relaxing them. It also works as a good breathing exercise too! Begin by making a
hmm noise in the throat. Keep the mouth shut and slowly exhale while continuing to make the hmm noise, lowering the range as you breathe out. Repeat this about ten times. Now, do the same exercise but keep your mouth open this time. The sound should be more like an ahh rather than a hmm. 5. Lip Trills Exercise Great for warming up your tongue and vocal cords and
reducing tension, lip trills are also a lot of fun because of the rather ridiculous noise they make. Basically, you’re going to be blowing a raspberry just like little kids love to do. Start by closing your lips and then slightly pout them, keeping them closed. Exhale through the lips while trilling, which should make the raspberry sound. Maintain a steady breath when exhaling and making
the trill sound. If you want to challenge yourself during a trill exercise, try to adjust the scale of the trill while exhaling by making a b sound using your mouth. Try starting at a high note and go lower down the scale before going back up, but be careful and don’t push it too hard, sticking with a scale you are comfortable with. 6. Tongue Trills Exercise This one is similar to the mouth
trill exercise but focuses on the tongue, keeping it relaxed while also helping to warm up your voice and breathing. Place your tongue in the roof of your mouth behind the upper set of teeth. Exhale and trill the tongue so that it produces an ‘r’. Maintain the sound as you exhale and try to change up the pitches if you are comfortable doing so. 7. Siren Exercise The siren exercise is a
great way to gently warm the vocals up prior to singing. It’s very easy to do and will ensure your voice doesn’t over-exert. To do this exercise, start by practicing making an ‘ng’ sound through the nose. This is easily done by saying the word sung, then focusing on the ‘ng’ sound at the end. Continue practicing this sound with your mouth closed. Now, make the noise again but this
time try to make several pitch sweeps. As you go up and down be sure to match your voice with the appropriate range, practicing both a higher or lower pitch range with the ‘ng’. 8. Tongue Twister Exercise Articulation exercises such as this tongue twister exercise helps to avoid mumbling so is well worth doing. It’s also good for practicing different pitches and volumes, both of
which are a good vocal warm up. You can choose any classic tongue twisters including: She sells seashells by the seashore Peter Piper Red leather yellow leather The lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue  9. Octave Scale Exercise By doing two octave scales your vocal cords are fully stretched, preparing them well for prolonged periods of singing. It’s all about starting in a low
pitch and going slowly up the scale. You can use various words for this, but we enjoy using the ‘me’ sound for progressing up the scale. For going down the scale, you can use either an ‘e’ or an ‘oo’ sound, or a bit of both to really give your vocals a good stretch! Make sure not to go too hard at the top or bottom of your range – this is about gently practicing your range as you scale.
10. Sustaining Exercise If you are singing a more advanced song with sustained notes, then it really helps to complete an appropriate warm up. Not being ready for sustained notes is a quick way to fail holding the note for its duration, so practice is certainly helpful to achieve the full note. For this, you want to start by working on your posture just like with the exercise listed above –
keep shoulders and neck relaxed. Engage your core to keep your lower belly held in and try to expand your ribs. Now, slowly inhale as you maintain your posture. As you inhale, the goal is to expand your throat and chest. It often helps to open your arms in the same motion, as if you’ve just reacted to being surprised. Maintain the open position after taking in a breath and stay
relaxed. Remember your positioning and posture here as it’s the same as you should be using for a sustained note. Relax and breathe out when you’re ready. Now, repeat the exact same exercise but this time add in a note. It should be comfortable for you to use, somewhere in the middle of your range, singing the note and sustaining for as long as possible. Always make sure
your throat is open and that your posture is relaxed to help hold the note! Singing Training best vocal warm ups for singing. good vocal warm ups for singers. best warm ups for singing. what are good vocal warm ups
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